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OPINION
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In this moment, especially in the field of 
climate science, we need, more than ever, for 
the public to engage with science. Through 
inviting and evocative designs that tell the 
story of the data in a more intuitive way, we 
can better foment the magnitude of the cli-
mate crisis in the public psyche and, ulti-
mately, encourage people to invest in the nec-
essary solutions. This public  buy-  in would go a 
long way toward productively addressing the 
climate dilemma.

Data Visualization and Better Science
It is perhaps intuitive that art and design can 
help scientists better communicate their 
results to the public.

However, I maintain that improvements in 
data visualization (through collaboration with 
artists and designers) can also facilitate explor-
atory research and help researchers ask quali-
tatively “better” scientific questions. Explor-
atory analysis, or a precursory evaluation of 
data with the intent of generating a research 
inquiry or hypothesis, is often hampered in 
efficacy by an arduous  data-  parsing process or 
incomplete and confusing data visualization.

As a case study, I worked with Adrian Gal-
vin, a designer at JPL, to develop a data inter-
face and visualization tool for the  Multi-  angle 
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) smoke 
plume project (adriangalvin.space/  merlin), a 
unique and valuable data set often overlooked 
because of its inaccessible interface. Together 
we conducted a thorough workflow inquiry and 
iterative prototyping sessions to refine inter-
actions and visual representations. The inter-
face redesign that resulted from this process 
streamlined exploratory investigation and 
reduced the time taken to generate visualiza-
tions and correlations on the order of days. The 
result of these efforts facilitated better science.

Through this project, Adrian and I hypothe-
size that similar  human-  centered art and 
design processes can critically enhance the 
practical value of many Earth and climate sci-
ence data sets. As we update our understand-
ing of the environment, we must also update 
the tools we use to study it and the methods 
we use to present it to the public. There is real 
potential for art and design to dramatically 
improve the way climate research is conducted 
and communicated.

A New Chance to Be Truly Revolutionary
Fifty years ago, queer folks began a revolution 
that demanded that we be respected as 
equals—both in life and in law—and that rev-
olution has resulted in enormous progress for 
LGBT+ people everywhere.

On the last day of class, I tell all my students 
that the climate dilemma offers another 
opportunity for us to be truly revolutionary. 
Through collaboration with artists and design-
ers, we can work toward the demystification of 
climate science, because when science 
becomes understandable to the public, people 
become interested in not only the results but 
also the scientific process, discussions, and, 
most important, solutions.

It is my hope that we will follow in the foot-
steps of our revolutionary ancestors and solve 
the climate crisis, together.

By Mika Tosca (@climategal84), School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.
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GEOFIZZ

When the semester ends, many geoscientists abandon the 
cold air and fluorescent lights of laboratory research for 
more natural climes. They wade into swampy waters, scale 

steep mountainsides, climb into caves, sail the open seas, and tra-
verse frozen tundra. They install seismic networks, drill ice cores, 
collect sediments, and measure streamflow. They teach the next gen-
eration of geoscientists to do the same.

This summer, AGU asked geoscientists to share via social media 
selfies from the field that showcase exciting research done outside 
the lab.

By Kimberly M. S. Cartier (@AstroKimCartier), Staff riter

uRead the full story at bit.ly/ Eos_selfie-from-fie
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